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INTRODUCTION

The Effect of the Indian 
Export Regulations on 
Wheat and Sugar

The wheat industry faced uncertainty because the wheat supply from Russia, 
and Ukraine, which supplied 30% of the global wheat, could not reach the 
global market. This led to countries struggling to secure wheat from alternative 
markets. Brazil, a key sugar supplier in the global export market, experienced 
weather anomalies that disrupted production, causing buyers to seek an 
alternative supplier to fill the gap in sugar supply. As a result, India, one of the 
alternative markets, faced a firm demand for wheat and sugar from the 
international market. 

To secure the domestic supply and maintain domestic prices, the Indian 
government took the initiative to ban exports of wheat and sugar temporarily 
in May 2022. This paper focuses on the export ban’s effects on the wheat and 
sugar industry. Discover how to utilize our price, trade, production, seasonality, 
and weather data to reveal general trends in the industry and their impact on 
the specific market.

WHITE PAPER, SEPTEMBER 2022
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

The global wheat supply was disrupted due to the Russia - Ukraine conflict. In 
an effort to ensure supplies of wheat, buyers have sought India, one of the 
world’s wheat-producing markets as an alternative supplier. India experienced 
high global demand coupled with wheat production disrupted by heatwaves 
that occurred during the wheat harvest.

Weather anomalies interrupted global sugar production. Brazil, a major player 
in the sugar export industry, experienced production issues due to persistent 
droughts. As a result, consumers looked for alternative markets, like India, to 
make up for the supply shortage. The Indian sugar harvest season from March 
to May 2022 coincided with weather anomalies, which disrupted Indian sugar 
production.

Poor production of wheat and sugar in India resulted in the government taking 
the initiative to prohibit wheat and sugar exports in order to ensure domestic 
supply and maintain domestic prices. India’s export restrictions on wheat and 
sugar put pressure on the international market.

Key Takeaways
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HEADLINES

Market Situation 
of Indian Wheat01
Indian wheat exports increased significantly by 600.6% YoY to USD 1.72 billion in 2021.

The wholesale prices of Indian wheat increased by 7% MoM to USD 0.32/kg in W1 May-22.

The wholesale prices of Indian wheat was at a low value of USD 0.29/kg in W4 Jul-22.

Indian sugar exports increased by 151% YoY to USD 1.34 billion in 2021. 

The wholesale prices of Indian sugar increased by 5% MoM to USD 0.48/kg in W2 May-22.

The wholesale prices of Indian sugar decreased by 4.4% MoM to USD 0.43/kg in W4 Jul-22.

Market Situation  
of Indian Sugar02
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HEADLINES

Bangladesh wheat imports increased by 53.1% YoY to USD 1.96 billion in 2021.

The wholesale prices of wheat in Bangladesh increased by 11.11% MoM to USD 0.4.kg in W4 May-22.

Granted access to Indian wheat, the wholesale prices of wheat in Bangladesh decreased by 13.2% MoM  
to USD 0.33/kg in W3 Jul-22.

Bangladesh as the Top Importer  
of Indian Wheat03

The wholesale prices of sugar in Iran increased by 20% MoM to USD 0.48/kg in W4 May-22.

The wholesale prices of sugar in Iran surged by 7.7% MoM to USD 0.56/kg in W3 Jul-22.

Iran as Top Importer  
of Indian Sugar04
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LOCAL NEWS

India Ban Export of Wheat
On May 13, India announced a ban on wheat exports, causing domestic wheat 
prices to skyrocket. While not a major wheat exporter, India’s move has 
destabilized global markets, sending the wheat futures  up by nearly 6%. 

The export ban is intended to cool down the price of this item which is 
escalating in the country. Commerce Minister Piyush Goyal said India’s export 
ban would not affect the global market as it is not a major wheat exporter. 
However, experts assess that New Delhi’s decision will cause wheat prices to 
escalate, posing a risk of food insecurity, in the context that the global 
agricultural product market is under great pressure from the Russia- 
Ukraine war.

India Ban Export of Sugar
In India, the government decided on a sugar export ban a few days after the 
export of wheat was also subject to a permit.

Narendra Modi’s government justified the restriction on the grounds that it 
had to take care of the country’s sugar reserves. In fact, they are afraid of 
inflation in the world’s second most populous country, Inflation in India at an 
eight-year high: 7.8%.

The World Bank has warned that the price of basic foodstuffs may continue to 
rise until 2024. This year, a price increase of 22.9% is expected on the global 
market, where the price of wheat is 40% higher than a year earlier.

Image courtesy of tridge.com

Image courtesy of tridge.com

https://www.tridge.com/news/india-bans-wheat-exports-why-is-the-world-sitting-
https://www.tridge.com/news/the-worlds-largest-sugar-producer-restricts-export
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HOW TRIDGE CAN HELP YOU

Tridge provides accurate, independent, and transparent wholesale prices for 
any agricultural industry products. The prices are sourced via robust 
methodology, including industry expert consultation, big data processing, and 
robust quality assurance procedures. Producers and traders of related 
products can use price data as objective market indicators and help them 
identify key trends.

In addition to understanding the market landscape with our export/import 
data, Tridge’s domestic wholesale prices can give you up-to-date trends and 
implications. Seasonality and weather data give you additional insight to get a 
better understanding of the specific market. Our price curations are updated 
daily or weekly and span multiple years. Use our price data, trade data, 
production data, seasonality data, and weather data as objective market 
indicators and identify key trends. 

Tridge tracks price products and updates weekly.

How Tridge Can Help You
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01. MARKET SITUATION ON INDIAN WHEAT

01. Market Situation on Indian Wheat
The wheat industry has experienced uncertainty due to ongoing Russia - 
Ukraine conflicts] since February 2022. The Black Sea is an important 
geoeconomic zone for Russia and Ukraine, as agricultural exports are strongly 
reliant on the ports. Shipping from Ukraine and Russia, which account for 
approximately 30% of wheat in the global market, was challenged and has 
generated concerns for the wheat sector during the current conflicts.

Buyers were attempting to secure wheat supplies and have turned to India as 
an alternative supplier. India was the 2nd largest producer of wheat in 2020 
amounting to 107.59 million mt.

Chart 1. Top 10 Producers of Wheat in 2020

https://www.tridge.com/intelligences/wheat/production
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01. MARKET SITUATION ON INDIAN WHEAT

Chart 2. Seasonality of Wheat in India

From March through May 2022, heatwaves in India harmed the country’s 
wheat harvests, especially Uttar Pradesh, a key producing wheat in India. 
Heatwaves coincided with the harvest season of Indian wheat exerting 
pressure on the expected production for the current season. Furthermore, the 
disruption of the wheat supply chain from the Black Sea driven by the Russia-
Ukraine conflict led to the firm global demand.

https://www.tridge.com/intelligences/wheat/season
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01. MARKET SITUATION ON INDIAN WHEAT

Chart 3. Rainfall Anomalies in Key Producing State of Wheat in India

Increasing energy and fertilizer costs led to increased inflation combined with 
unfavorable weather put pressure on Indian wheat. Closing the second week 
of May 2022, India took a drastic measure to ban wheat exports temporarily to 
ensure domestic supply and control the domestic wheat price.

https://www.tridge.com/weathers/provinces/IN-uttar-pradesh
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01. MARKET SITUATION ON INDIAN WHEAT

Chart 4. The Wholesale Price of Wheat in India 2021 - 2022

The chart above reflected that Indian wheat prices at the beginning of 2022 
had an upward trend throughout W1 May-22 to USD 0.32/kg, an increase of 
7% MoM. The week after, which was the week India announced the ban on 
wheat export, the price decreased to USD 0.31/kg and remained in low value 
throughout W4 Jul-22 to USD 0.29/kg.  

https://www.tridge.com/prices/chart?from=2021-06-24&to=2022-07-19&period=w¤cy=USD&unit=kg&annotations=insight%2Carticle&entries=40940904&isCustomTimeRangeOpen=true&isSaveModalOpen=false&isEntrySearchModalOpen=false&estimationPriceIncluded=true
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01. MARKET SITUATION ON INDIAN WHEAT

Chart 5. Trade Export Value and Trade Flows of Indian Wheat in 2020

India exported wheat amounting to USD 1.72 billion worth 6.1 million mt in 
2021. This significantly increased its wheat exports by 600.6% YoY in value in 
2021 compared to 2020 was USD 245.5 million. It was reported after the ban 
on wheat export, India only shipped 1.13 million mt in May 2022, decreasing by 
-22% MoM from 1.45 million mt in April 2022. The government has received 
requests for wheat supply from Bangladesh, the UAE, Indonesia, Yemen, and 
Oman. In H1 of 2022, India exported wheat totaling 2.97 million mt. 

https://www.tridge.com/trades/data?code=1001&reporter=IN&partner=WL&flow=e&classification=HS2012
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02. MARKET SITUATION ON INDIAN SUGAR

Chart 6. Top Exporters of Sugar in 2020

02. Market Situation on Indian Sugar
Brazil is the leading producer and exporter of sugar. However, its production 
decreased by 16% YoY to 35.35 million mt in MY 2021/22 (April 21 - March 22). 
Weather anomalies were one of the attributes driving the reduced production. 
Brazilian sugar experienced severe droughts in the first 9 months of 2021 in 
the Center-South region, followed by the frost in Paraná, São Paulo, and Minas 
Gerais in Q4-21.

Brazilian sugar faced weather issues such as weather anomalies in 2021 and 
a prolonged drought in March 2022 which caused delays in sugarcane harvests 
from the Center-Southern producing regions for MY 2022/23, further limiting 
the supply. In addition, ethanol price hikes have also pressured sugar prices in 
MY 2022/23.

As Brazil encountered delayed production, importers sought alternative 
sources such as India to secure their supply. India is the 2nd largest exporter 
of sugar totaling USD 1.34 billion in 2021.

Uttar Pradesh, the most producing sugar state in India, experienced extreme 
heat from March through May 2022 (Chart 3) coincided with the Indian sugar 
harvest season and interrupted the production of Indian sugar.

https://www.tridge.com/intelligences/sugar/export
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02. MARKET SITUATION ON INDIAN SUGAR

Chart 7. Seasonality of Sugar in India

Firm demand from the international market in Q2-22 led India to take measures 
to stabilize sugar in the domestic market. As of May 2022, after banning wheat 
export, India has restricted sugar exports as a precautionary initiative to 
secure the supply of domestic sugar and keep prices under control. The new 
policy limits their export volume to 11.2 million tons In MY 2021/22, which will 
end on 30 September. The government has initiated a process to allocate 
quotas for the next season. Even before India officially announced the most 
recent sugar export policy, some traders already secured agreements to ship 
300,000 mt of raw sugar next season due to rising global sugar prices and the 
rupee’s depreciation.

https://www.tridge.com/intelligences/sugar/season
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02. MARKET SITUATION ON INDIAN SUGAR

Chart 8. The Wholesale Price of Sugar in India 2021 - 2022

Chart 9. Trade Export Value and Trade Flows of Indian Sugar in 2020

Chart 8 shows that the price of Indian sugar in W2 May-22 stood at USD 0.48/
kg, an increase of 5% MoM. The price gradually decreased due to the sugar 
ban export throughout USD 0.43/kg in W4 Jul-22, a decrease of 4.4% MoM.

India exported USD 1.34 billion in 2021, an increase of 151% YoY compared to  
USD 533.9 million of sugar in 2020. India took the initiative to ban the export 
of sugar immediately affecting the importing markets.

https://www.tridge.com/prices/chart?from=2021-10-25&to=2022-07-18&period=w¤cy=USD&unit=kg&annotations=insight%2Carticle&entries=133236769&isCustomTimeRangeOpen=true&isSaveModalOpen=false&isEntrySearchModalOpen=false&estimationPriceIncluded=true
https://www.tridge.com/trades/data?code=170114&reporter=IN&partner=WL&flow=e&classification=HS2012
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03. BANGLADESH AS TOP IMPORTER OF INDIAN WHEAT

Chart 10. Trade Import Value and Trade Flows of Wheat in Bangladesh in 2021

03. Bangladesh as Top Importer of Indian 
Wheat
Bangladeshi wheat imports amounted to USD 1.3 billion in 2020 and increased 
even greater in 2021 to USD 1.7 billion, a rise of 31% YoY. Bangladesh increased 
its Indian wheat import by 998% YoY to USD 1.03 billion in 2021, which led 
Bangladesh to get more dependent on Indian wheat, as wheat supply from 
original trading partners such as Russia and Ukraine were not accessible.  
Bangladesh has geographical proximity and good logistics connections to 
India, which is an added advantage to trade with India.

https://www.tridge.com/trades/data?code=1001&reporter=BD&partner=WL&flow=i&classification=HS2012
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03. BANGLADESH AS TOP IMPORTER OF INDIAN WHEAT

Chart 11. The Wholesale Price of Wheat in Bangladesh 2021 - 2022

The export ban on Indian wheat led wheat prices in Bangladesh to increase to 
USD 0.4/kg in W4 May-22, a surge of 11.11% MoM. Bangladesh’s request to 
import Indian wheat was granted and in June 2022, Bangladesh reported 
importing 150,000 mt of Indian wheat. 

Once Bangladesh was able to access Indian wheat, the price of wheat in 
Bangladesh decreased by 13.2% MoM to USD 0.33/kg after high prices in May 
and June 2022.

https://www.tridge.com/prices/chart?from=2021-07-19&to=2022-07-18&period=w&currency=USD&unit=kg&annotations=insight%2Carticle&entries=84455837&isCustomTimeRangeOpen=true&isSaveModalOpen=false&isEntrySearchModalOpen=false&estimationPriceIncluded=true
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04. IRAN AS TOP IMPORTER OF INDIAN SUGAR

Chart 12. Trade Import Value and Trade Flows of Sugar in Iran in 2014 - 2021

04. Iran as Top Importer of Indian Sugar
Iran imported sugar with a total of USD  193.8 million and 73% import share 
from India and 26% from Brazil in 2020. In 2021, Iran increased imported sugar 
by 38% YoY to USD 267 million and significantly increased sugar imports from 
Brazil. The persistent drought in Brazil led Iran to seek an alternative supplier 
market, which is India, to fill the gap in supply. 

https://www.tridge.com/trades/data?code=170114&reporter=IR&partner=WL&flow=i&classification=HS2012#tradeDataByCountries
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04. IRAN AS TOP IMPORTER OF INDIAN SUGAR

Chart 13. The Wholesale Price of Sugar in Iran 2021 - 2022

India’s export ban on sugar affected the Iranian sugar market. It is aligned with 
the escalating price of sugar in Iran after India announced the restriction. The 
price stood at USD 0.48/kg in W4 May-22, and rose by 20% MoM in June, and 
continued to increase to USD 0.56/kg in W3 Jul-22, surging by 7.7% MoM.

https://www.tridge.com/prices/chart?from=2021-12-06&to=2022-07-11&period=w&currency=USD&unit=kg&annotations=insight%2Carticle&entries=40954101&isCustomTimeRangeOpen=true&isSaveModalOpen=false&isEntrySearchModalOpen=false&estimationPriceIncluded=true
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CONCLUSION

The wheat industry in Q2-22 faced uncertainty because of the Russia - Ukraine 
war, who supplied approximately 30% of the global wheat supply, causing 
buyers to seek alternative suppliers on a short notice. India, the second largest 
producer of wheat, experienced firm global demand from the international 
market. Heatwaves that coincided with the wheat harvest interrupted the 
Indian wheat production. Coupled with the high energy and fertilizer costs, 
the Indian government took initiative to halt wheat exports to secure domestic 
supply and stabilize domestic wheat prices. The new regulation affected the 
international market, especially the top importing markets of Indian wheat.

The same challenges occurred in the sugar industry. Brazil is the key player in 
the sugar export market faced difficulties in production. Prolonged droughts 
in Mar 2022 put pressure on the supply of Brazilian sugar. As a result, buyers 
sought alternative markets to fill the gap in supply, such as India. The weather 
anomalies in India from March to May 2022 coincided with the Indian sugar 
harvest season disrupting sugar production. A week after India’s ban on wheat 
export, the government decided also to halt sugar export in May 2022 to 
stabilize the domestic supply and price, which put pressure on the importers 
of Indian sugar.

India has not yet finalized its sugar export policy for the next season that 
begins in October, but traders are optimistic that Indian sugar will be accessible 
given that India is anticipated to produce over 35 million mt of sugar in MY 
2022/23, while domestic consumption is estimated at 27.5 million mt. It is 
predicted that India may permit sugar exports in two installments, the first 
would be between 4 million to 5 million mt and the second installment at 3 

million mt.  As for Indian wheat, the government has no plans to ease wheat 
export prohibition in the following months.

Tridge provides market movement news and in-depth analysis of 
the landscape and key drivers of price fluctuations to understand 
the market’s effects fully and why.

• Tridge Data Analysis provides a snapshot of the market and provides 
updates on major price trends, helping you understand the landscape.

• More international coverage not only for the producing markets but also 
for the key importing markets of the commodity 

• Real-time market-moving news of the industry including production 
updates, industry news, and trade news for local markets 

• Premium data plan enables you to analyze the historical datasets and 
access all available market data.

With a full package of datasets, you can analyze: 

• Price volatility comparison 

• YoY price analysis 

• Price and Trade: affecting each other and understanding key drivers of 
the notable market change

Conclusion
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